
SEAMLESS AUDIO INTEGRATION
MANY POSSIBILITIES

WHOLE-HOUSE AUDIO AND INVISIBLE 
SPEAKER INTEGRATION INSTALLATION

SUMMARY

Living Automation’s project for client Scott Parry Jones 

showcased a remarkable demonstration of a comprehensive 

audio integration effort. The project’s scope didn’t confine 

itself to a predetermined brief, granting Living Automation 

the liberty to shape it into a “design and construct” 

endeavor. The outcome was truly extraordinary, with Living 

Automation contributing significantly to nearly every aspect 

of system design, particularly in the realm of audio.

SONANCE SPEAKER INSTALLATION

A meticulously executed installation encompassed a 

diverse array of speakers throughout the residence, 

addressing various zones and audio requirements. The 

setup comprised:

Lounge Room: Concealed iS8 speakers were discreetly 

positioned next to the Samsung Frame TV, delivering a 

seamless audiovisual experience.

Dining Room: Strategically placed VP66 speakers ensured 

excellent sound quality for dining and entertainment.

Pool Deck: VPXT6R speakers adorned the pool deck, 

offering high-quality audio for outdoor entertainment.

Lanai: VPXT6 speakers enhanced the outdoor living space 

with immersive sound.

Bedrooms: VP46 speakers were installed in bedrooms to 

provide general audio and TV audio, fostering a comfortable 

and enjoyable atmosphere.

Theatre: A combination of Reference series and VP86 

speakers in the theatre created a captivating cinematic 

experience for the homeowner.

Lake Garden: Sonarray speakers integrated into the lake 

garden harmonised with the outdoor environment.

This comprehensive audio solution resulted in an 

exceptionally performing system, leaving the client 

immensely satisfied.

“The Scott Parry Jones project exemplifies our commitment 

to delivering high-quality audio integration solutions for 

our clients. It also highlights our dedication to staying at 

the forefront of industry trends, such as the use of Sonance 

Invisible Series speakers, which offer both exceptional sound 

quality and a visually appealing, clutter-free environment. 

Despite challenges in showcasing our work through 

photography, we continue to innovate and excel in our field, 

contributing to the growth of our local market.”

David Freers, Director, Living Automation
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INVISIBLE SOUNDSCAPES

The incorporation of Invisible speakers paired with Frame 

TVs in specific zones has emerged as a key focus for 

Living Automation. While limitations in joinery prevented 

the adoption of this particular configuration in the past, it 

continues to be an appealing trend in current undertakings. 

Currently, Living Automation is actively deploying similar 

setups in three other ongoing projects, showcasing the 

seamless integration between Frame TVs and Invisible 

speakers in each. In addition to incorporating whole-

house audio integration, Living Automation has recently 

underscored the use of Invisible speakers in several other 

projects. A notable instance is a project for a previous 

client, with a heightened focus on the Invisible Series 

speakers. In this case, three pairs of Invisible speakers were 

strategically positioned in the kitchen, dining, living, and 

rumpus areas, providing outstanding sound quality without 

the visual presence of speakers. The outcomes were not 

only remarkable in terms of audio performance but also 

aesthetically gratifying.
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